
James Corbett’s 7th Annual Fake News Awards
Roast Top Media Lies of 2023

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

Corbett explained in his top story that the Al-Shifa Hospital in Gaza that was bombed by
Israel did have tunnels underneath it, but the tunnels were not built and used by Hamas,
but were actually built by Israelis decades earlier. Corbett lamented the loss of life
in Gaza, especially the children that have been killed.

ABC Reporter Sentenced to 6 Years in Prison
for Possessing Child Porn and Rape Images

written by GEG | February 12, 2024
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James Gordon Meek, a once-acclaimed journalist who worked for ABC since 2013 and was a
senior counterterrorism adviser and investigator for the US House Committee on Homeland
Security in 2011, pleaded guilty to charges of possessing child rape and sex abuse
materials.

Americans Ignorant about the Hot War in
Mexico near San Diego, Starvation in France,
and More Critical Info

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

The US media is suppressing news about the Mexican civil war/ drug war that will spill
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over the open border, the losing war in Ukraine funded by the US, and the enormous
protests in France because people are starving.

Elon Musk Asks How The People Running The
Media Came to Hate America and Americans

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

An0maly tweeted that the people running the news companies in America hate America and
Americans. Twitter CEO Elon Musk asked how it came to be this way. An0maly responded by
digging up this 2018 tweet from Musk that queried, “Who do you think *owns* the press?
Hello.

10-Year Old Girl Was Raped in Abortion Case
Mentioned by President Biden, But No Police
Report
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There are no police reports on the rape of the 10-year old girl, despite mandatory
reporting by doctors. There is a lack of interest in confirming the story — or in the
welfare of the child herself. The President and media outlets should be calling for
confirmation and an intervention in this case.

UK Government Document Admits 19 Million
People Have Rejected Covid Jabs

written by GEG | February 12, 2024
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In England alone, there are at least 19.2 million people who have not had a single dose
of a Covid-19 shot, and 21.8 million people who have not had two doses of a Covid-19
jab.

Michigan: Mainstream Media Pushes False
Narrative about Police Shooting

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

The lethal shot was not a response to a traffic infraction, as presented by the media,
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but was a reaction to Lyoya fighting for control over the officer’s taser weapon that
could have caused death or great bodily injury to the officer.

US Officials Admit They’re Literally Just
Lying To The Public About Russia

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

Journalist Caitlin Johnstone concluded that NBC revealed that the government is lying so
that the public will accept the lies, and those in power can begin openly manufacturing
the consent of the public to be lied to for their own good.

US Government Paid News Media $1 Billion to
Promote Vaccines
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Health and Human Services paid hundreds of mainstream news outlets, including TV, print,
radio and social media, in a $1 billion media blitz to build public confidence in, and
uptake of, COVID-19 vaccines.

Fox News & Newsmax Took Biden Money To Push
Deadly COVID Vaccines on Its Viewers

written by GEG | February 12, 2024
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Although Covid vaccines have been shown to be ineffective and highly dangerous, the news
media will avoid investigating them because they have been paid off, and there is an
outright ban on any negative coverage. The media is running Ukraine war footage 24/7 in
the hope that the American public will forget Covid.

Joe Rogan: “By the way, 200 Congress People
Have Been Treated with Ivermectin for COVID”

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

Rogan said, “Dr. Pierre Kory, who one of the doctors from the Frontline Critical Care
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Group that has been treating people, including by the way, 200 congresspeople have been
treated with Ivermectin for COVID. Did you know that? Yeah. Google that!”

Conflicts of Interest: Pfizer Sponsors News
Programs and COVID Vax Manufacturers Employ
Former FDA Chiefs

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

Pfizer spends around $2 billion a year on advertising, including sponsoring biased news
programs that promote COVID vaccines.
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